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ABSTRACT 
Convergence is improved in the context of the monotone Newton theorem if the 
starting points are chosen as close to the root as possible. It follows that accurate 
partial functional elimination can be applied in order to accelerate the convergence of 
the Newton and the Newton-Fourier iterations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nonsingular M-matrices and their inverses arise naturally in the dis- 
cretization of many differential problems; in particular, the mildly nonlinear 
boundary value problems have been studied analytically and numerically with 
satisfactory results. Among them, perhaps the most useful is the monotone 
Newton theorem, as generalized in [8], also known as the Newton-Baluev 
theorem; it states that, under appropriate hypotheses and with respect to 
componentwise ordering, it is possible to produce two sequences that con- 
verge at least quadratically and monotonically, one from above and the other 
from below, to a solution of the nonlinear algebraic system generated in the 
discretization. The necessary notation in order to state this result precisely is 
introduced in the next section. Then, some simple comparison lemmas are 
proved; they essentially state that, the closer to the root the two initial points 
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in the monotone Newton theorem, the better the convergence of the two 
generated sequences. These comparison lemmas are applied in order to give 
an improved version of the result stating that accurate partial functional 
elimination, prior to the application of the Newton-Baluev method, acceler- 
ates its convergence. A natural extension of this result to the standard 
simplified Newton method is included. Finally, we exhibit an example ilius- 
trating the application of the results in the paper. 
2. THE MONOTONE NEWTON THEOREM 
Consider a continuously differentiable function F: D C R” -+ R”, for 
which it is to be solved the equation 
Fx = 0. (2.1) 
Distinction between row and column vectors will be avoided for simplicity, so 
thathere F := Cfi,..., f,,). Assume that x0 < y O, i.e. XP I yo for 1 I i 22 n, 
are given such that 
(x0, y") := {x E R" I x0 s x < y"} c D. 
Suppose also that 
and that F’ is isotone on ( x0, y ‘>, namely 
x 5 y implies F’(x) I F’(y). 
Recall that if F’ is isotone, then F is order convex on ( x0, y”>, i.e., 
f(hx + (1 - A)y) I AFx + (1 - h)Fy 
whenever x I y or y 5 x and A E (0,l). 
The following result is known as the monotone Newton theorem (see [8] 
for the proof). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose thatfur each x E ( x0, yO), F’(x) is a nonsingu- 
lar M-matrix. Then the Newton iterates 
Y 
ktl ._ 
'- y 
k 
- F’( yk)-‘Fyk, k = O,l,..., (2.2) 
satisfy yk J y* E (x0, y”) as k -+ X. Moreover y* is the unique solution of 
(2.1) in (x”. 2~‘). 
Define the Newton-Fourier (NF) iterate.s by 
xk+l := xk 
- F’( y’)-‘Fxk, k=o,l,... . (2.3) 
Then xx t y* as k -+ x. It also follows that 
Fxk < 0 I Fyk, k = 0, 1, . . . . 
Finally, consider a nom 11 11; there exists a constant c .such that 
IJYk+’ - Xki’ II 5 CllXk - ykl12, k =o,l,... . (2.4) 
REMARK 2.2. Apparently, it was Baluev who first considered (2.3) (see 
[B]); (2.4) and a meaningful generalization of the whole of Theorem 2.1 were 
proved by Ortega and Rheinboldt ( see [S]). A fairly general analysis of 
bracketing, together with the notion of monotone operators, was introduced 
by Collatz in [2]; for a full account of its implications see [3]. 
In the context given by Theorem 2.1, it is also possible to introduce 
sim$ified monotone Newton iterations with a fixed step p 2 1 as follows: 
Fork = O,l,... 
k.0 := 
Y Y 
k 
Xk~O := *k 
For i = l,..., p 
yk.’ := yk.t-l _ Ff( yk)-i~yk,i-l 
Xk,i ._ 
'- x 
k,i-I _ F'(yk)elFxk,i-l 
Y 
kfl ._ ._ yk.p 
(2.5) 
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For the simplified Newton and NF iterations an extension of Theorem 2.1 
has been stated in [lo]; although our results are also valid in this extended 
context, the discussion will be restricted to the one given by Theorem 2.1, for 
the sake of notational simplicity. 
COROLLARY 2.3. 
x0 < yo, 
lf F’( yO) is irreducible and y* # y O, then necessarily 
i.e., XP < y,? for 1 I i 5 n. 
Proof. Recall that F’(y’)-’ > 0, whence 
y1 = y" - F’( y”)-’ Fy” < y”. m 
LEMMA 2.4. lf F ‘( y ‘> is irreducible and F’ is not constant on any open 
subset of (x0, y’), then the following hold: 
(i) Ify”#y*,theny*<y”+‘<ykfork=O,l,.... 
(ii) Zf~~#y*,thenx~<x~+~<y*fork=O,l,.... 
Proof. We consider only 6). Suppose that Fy’ = 0. In that case, 
Fy” = Fy” - Fy’ = ilF’( y’ + t( y” - y’))( y” - y’) dt 
< F’( y”)( y” - y’) = Fy’. 
Thus 
jolF’( Y1 + t( Y0 - y’))( y” - y’) dt = F’( y”)( y” - y’). (2.6) 
If it is supposed that 
qi(Y’ + t(yO - Y’)) = djfi(Y”) Vt E (0, l), 1 I i, j I n, 
isotonicity would imply that 
'jf,('> = ‘jf,(YO) vz E ( y’, y”>, 
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which contradicts the fact that F’ is not constant on any open set. Thus, there 
exist i,, j, and t, E (0, 11, such that 
aj,Ao( Y1 + t( Y” - Y')) < ajJio(Yo) Vt I t,. (2.7) 
Let us now set A := (aii), where 
aij := Jo’rl,fi( yl + t( y* - yl)) dt for 1 Ii,j <n. 
Equation (2.7) implies that 
A I F’( y”), 
with equality excluded, whence 
A( y* - y’) I F’( y”)( y* - y’), 
with equality excluded as well. But this contradicts (2.6), which yields 
Fy’ # 0. 
By taking into account that if y E ( x0, y ') then F’( y ) is also irreducible, an 
induction argument can be applied in order to complete the proof. ??
3. COMPARISON RESULTS 
In this section the Newton and the NF sequences generated by different 
sets of initial points are compared. The notation and assumptions are as in 
Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that z0 E (x0, y”> also satisfies Fz” 2 0, and 
consider the Newton iterates z k with starting point .z”. The following hold: 
(i) Fzk 2 0, .zki-’ 5s k, and xk I zk I yk, k = O,l,... . 
(ii) Zf moreover F’( y”) is irreducible, F’ is not constant on open subsets 
of (x0, y*), and F’(z*> z F’(y*), then zk < zk, k = 1,2,. . . . 
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Proof. (i): It follows from Theorem 2.1 exclusive of the last inequality. 
Since F is order convex, we have 
Fy” - Fz” I F’( y”)( y” - z”), 
which yields 
.z” - F’( y”)-‘I;=’ _< y” - F’( y”)-‘Fy’. W) 
On the other hand, Fz” 2 0 and F’(.z’> s F’(y’) imply that 
z” - F’( z’)-l Fz” I z” - F’( y”)-‘Fz’, (3.2) 
which combined with (3.1) yields z1 I y’. A straightforward induction argu- 
ment completes the proof of(i). 
(ii): If .z” = y*, the conclusion is trivially true, and if z” # y*, the 
hypotheses imply that 
F’( zO)-l > F’( yO)-l > 0, 
which yields strict inequality in (3.2). The proof may now be completed as 
in (i). ??
The monotone sequence (zk) in Lemma 3.1 generates another NF 
sequence with starting point x,” := x0, namely 
Xk+l := Xk 
2 2 - F’(sk)-‘Fx;, k = O,l,... . 
Thus two different NF sequences having the same starting point x0 are 
generated by the Newton sequences having y O and u”O as their initial points. 
LEMMA 3.2. For the NF iterates we have that xk I xp, k = 0, 1, . . . . Zf 
the hypotheses in Lemma 3.1(n) hold and x0 # y*, then xk < x:, k = 
1,2,... . 
Proof. Since F’(y’)-’ 5 F’(x”)-‘, it follows that 
x1 =x0 - F’(y’)-‘Fx” 5 x0 - F’(z’)-+x0 = xi. (3.3) 
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Assume now that 
xI < xk . . 
Since xi I y* I yk, we have 
F’( x;) 5 F’( y”). 
Thus 
349 
Fx,k - Fxk I F’( x;)( xz” - x”) I F’( y”)( xi - x”). 
From the first and third terms in this inequality, it is clear that 
xk+’ = Xk - F’( yk)-‘Fxk 5 x,” - F’( yk)-‘Fxt = ,;+I. 
As for the last part, the argument in the proof of (ii> in Lemma 3.1 yields 
strict inequality in (3.3). The proof can now be concluded by reasoning as 
above and taking into account Lemma 2.4. ??
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that w0 E (x0, y”> is such that FwO I 0. Then 
the NF iterates 
Wk+l := wk - F’( yk)-‘Fw’, k = O,l,...; 
satisfy 
Xk I Wk 5 yk, Fwk I 0, and wk I wk”, k = O,l,... . 
Proof. Suppose that x k I wk. Since 
Fwk - Fxk < F’(wk)(wk - xk) 5 F’( yk)(wk - xk), 
it follows that 
Xk+l = xk - F'( yk)-+xk 5 wk - F’( yk)+Fwk = wk+‘. 
The proof can now be completed by applying the monotone Newton theo- 
rem. ??
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These three lemmas have as a corollary the following comparison result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Consider 
x0 < co I ij” s y” with Fx^O I 0 I FQ”. 
On denoting by ij k the Newton iterates with starting point y O and by x^ k the 
corresponding NF iterates with starting point ;O, the following inequalities 
hold: 
and 
FXk 5 0 I Fyk, k = 0, 1, . . . . 
Moreover the NF iterates with initial value x0 but with respect to (ij”) 
converge to y* faster than (xk). Finally, with the hypotheses in Lemma 
3.1(n), ifF’(Q”> # F’( y”> and x^O f y*, then strict inequalities hold in (3.4) 
fork = 1,2,. . . . 
REMARK 3.5. Part of the results in this section could be obtained as 
corollaries of the theory developed in [l]; in fact, if we consider the function 
g( y> z> := y - F’( y)-l[q y) - 4, 
it satisfies three of the four necessary conditions in order to be a monotone 
iteration function (see, 5 in [l]). However, since the proofs above are simple 
and Theorem 3.4 will be needed with all its implications, we do not follow the 
general setting in [l]. 
4. THE FUNCTIONAL ELIMINATION STRATEGY 
When dealing with linear systems associated to M-matrices, it has been 
proved that partial elimination accelerates the convergence of the Jacobi and 
Gauss-Seidel iterations (see [S]). A related question in the context of Theo- 
rem 2.1 is whether partial functional elimination in (2.1) accelerates the 
convergence of the Newton and the Newton-Fourier iterates. The answer is 
affirmative if the functional elimination is accurate, i.e., an unknown is 
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eliminated by means of the equation having the same index. This result has 
been proved in [6], and we present in this section an improved version of it. 
The proof is based on a systematic application of the monotone Newton 
theorem combined with Theorem 3.4, and it yields a more precise result than 
that obtained in [6]. The necessary notation is taken almost verbatim from [6]. 
Consider the function fi; it satisfies d,f,( y*> > 0, because F’( y”) is a 
nonsingular M-matrix. The imp&t function theorem implies that there exist 
neighborhoods U of y *, V of y * := ( yz , . . . , y,T > and a function g : V + R, 
such that f,(g( y), g) = 0 and if y E U satisfies f,(y) = 0, then y, = 
g:(IjGj := (y -21- . . . . y,,)). It shall be assumed throughout that (x0, y”) c U 
and that (x0, y”> c V. 
-- 
LEMMA 4.1. Thef unction g is isotone on (x0, y O) and 
Moreover, $ F’( y ‘) is irreducible, then 
2 < ij implies g(Z) < g(g). 
Proof. If F’(y’> IS irreducible, then the same holds for F’(y) whenever 
y < y O; for each such y there is some nonvanishing partial derivative djfi< y) 
with 2 ~j I n. Thus 
n q-1 
g(g) -g(‘) = j12'ip(n -'j) = - C - * ( yj - Xj) > 0. 
j=2 ‘lfl 
See Lemma 3.2 in [6] for the remaining details. ??
REMARK 4.2. The implicit function theorem might be applied if, for 
instance. 
w-1( Y *I + 0, 
to get a function h such that fi<yI, h( yl, y3,. . . , y,,), y3,. . . , yn) = 0. We 
have then that 
which implies that yi 5 h( y!, ~30,. . . , y,“). 
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Lemma 4.1 suggests that we consider the following two points as initial 
points for the application of Theorem 2.1: 
x0(O) := (g(F), 2) and y’(O) := (g( 1J”), y”). 
LEMMA 4.3. FxO(O> I 0 I FyO(O>. 
Proof. Note that for i 2 2, 
fi( x0(O)) =A( x”(O)) -fib”) +fit x0> 
= d,f;[g(lB) -x;“] +fi(x”) 10, 
whence Fx’(O) I 0. Analogously Fy’(O) 2 0. 
REMARK 4.4. Note that, on one hand, we have 
f,( x0) s 0 = fl(~"(O)) =fl(yO(0)) Ifi( 
while on the other hand 
h(xO(0)) Ifi(X0> 5 0 Gi(YO) ~fi(YOW) for i 2 2. 
That is, the choice of r’(O) and y’(O) annihilates the residue in the first 
coordinate, but it increases its modulus in any other one. 
The monotone Newton theorem can now be a 
P 
plied to the initial pair 
(x’(O), y’(O)) to get two sequences (xk(0)),(y CO)), k L 0, which are 
nested with respect to those generated by ( x0, y ’ >. Moreover, we can now 
deal with ( r’(O), y’(O)) as with (x0, y”), by defining 
-_ 
X’(l) := (g( x’(O) ), x’(0) ) 
- _ 
and ~~(1) := (g( y'(O) ), y'(0) ), 
and again deal with (x’(l), y’(l)) as we did with (x’(O), y’(O)). Thus, 
inductively, once we have the ith pair of sequences (xk(i)>,(yk(i)), k 2 i, 
we define 
___ ___ 
xi+r(i + 1) := (g( x”‘(i) ), xi”(i)) and 
- - 
yi+‘(i + 1) := (g( y”+l(i)), y”‘(i)), 
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and for k 2 i + I, the two sequences (xk(i + 1)) and (y% + 1)X with 
kkifl. 
With these definitions, consider the following infinite matrix: 
I x0 x1 x2 x:3 . ..’ 
x0(O) x’(0) x”(0) x”(0) **. 
x’(1) x”(1) x3(1) *** 
X’(2) x”(2) *** . 
x”(3) . . . 
\ / 
(J-2) 
The row sequences converge increasingly to y *, and the finite column 
sequences increase from top to bottom. A similar matrix is also obtained for 
the Newton iterates. Thus 
xv> T y* as k -+ m and yk(k)J y* as k + 00. 
Let us now show that these diagonal sequences can easily be obtained by 
applying Theorem 2.1. In fact, the elimination of x1 in (2.1) by means of g 
yields the reduced system 
with F := (J), i = 2,. . . , n, X E V, and fi(X) :=f;(g(X), Z). 
We set now 2’ := X0 and Ijo := 7. 
LEMMA 4.5. E” i 0 5 5”. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.7 in [6]. 
LEMMA 4.6. F’( ij) is a M-matrix for g E (X0, ijo>. 
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Proof. It is only necessary to notice that if we set 
( I 0 0 . . . . . . 0 
-%, 1 1 (J . . . . . . 0 
-m3,1 0 1 . . 
M, := . . . . . . : . . . . . . 
1 0 
\ -m,,1 0 .** *** 0 1 
with m, 1 := 'ifi(g( g)> Y) 
4fiM 4h Y> ’ 
then 
M,F’= . 
\ 0 
See Lemma 3.3 in [6] for the details. 
-1 F 
I 
(4.3) 
m 
Thus, the reduced sequences, ( Xk> and ( gk> with initial interval ( X0, y”> 
are generated, and Theorem 2.1 can be applied. 
LEMMA 4.7. xk(k) = Xk and yk(k) = jjk. 
Proof. Recalling that f,(xk(k)) = 0 = fi< y k(k)> and using (4.3), the 
conclusions follow by applying mathematical induction. H 
THEOREM 4.8. From the results above, it follows that 
yk<fkg Iijk5ip, k = 0, 1, . . . , (4.4) 
and 
x1” s g( Xk) I y; I g( y”) 5 yl”, k = O,l,... . (4.5) 
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ZfF’(y”) is irreducible, F’(g(g’l Jo) Z F’(y’), F’ is not constant on any 
open subset of ( x0, y”>, and (g&O), x0) + y*, then strict inequalities hold in 
(4.4) and (4.5) fork = 1,2,. . . . 
5. EXTENSION TO THE SIMPLIFIED NEWTON ITERATIONS 
It has been pointed out in Remark 2.2 that the analysis done above can be 
extended to the simplified iterations with f=ed step p. Consider now the 
simplified iterations with infinite step defined by 
For k = 0, 1,. . . 
Y k+l := yk - F’( YO)-rFyk 
xk+l := xk - F’( yO))W 
(5.1) 
Although the iterations (5.1) only yield linear convergence, they have the 
advantage of using only the initial Jacobian matrix F'( y”> (see [3J); this may 
be useful when it is extremely costly or difficult to evaluate F’. The results 
above may be extended to these iterations by considering the limit when p 
tends to infinity; however, this procedure only yields nonstrict inequalities. In 
order to obtain the strict inequalities ensured by the hypotheses in Theorem 
4.3 it is necessary to note that all the results in Sections 2 and 3 are also valid 
within the framework of the iterations (5.1). 
6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider F: R" + R" defined by 
2Yl - Yr 
f-1 := h2 + YL 
2Yi - Yi-1 - Yi+l 
_fi := h2 + y;> 2Ii19, 
2Yfo - Y9 fro := h2 with h:=+,. 
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By eliminating yiO by means of fro, the following reduced system is 
obtained: 
2Yl - Yz _A= h” + YL 
2yi - Yi-1 - Yi+l 
J;= h2 + y3> 2<i<8, 
f = 2y9-Ys-g 
9 h2 + Yg”T 
where g := ( yg/21113. If x” := (0,. . . ,O, 0.14,0.41) and y” := (1,. . . , l), 
then it is not difficult to verify the hypotheses in Theorem 2.1 (see [6]). It is 
also easy to check that the hypotheses in Theorem 4.8 ensuring strict 
inequalities in (4.3) and (4.4) for k 2 1 are also satisfied. The calculations for 
this example have been carried out on a PC, with the double precision of 
Fortran 5.0. The stopping criteria were IIFyk/12 < E := 10-13, ]]Fxk1]2 < E, 
and the corresponding ones for the reduced iterates. These criteria ensure 
that the iterates remain constant thereafter. Table 1, for p = 1, gives the 
number of necessary iterations in order to attain convergence for the Newton 
and the Newton-Fourier iterations, as well as for their reduced counterparts; 
the actual iterates may be seen in [7]. For p = w the table gives the 
corresponding values for the simplified iterations as described in the previous 
section. 
7. FINAL REMARKS 
The results above imply that convergence can be accelerated in the 
contex of Theorem 2.1 if accurate block functional elimination is applied, i.e. 
if the set of indexes of the unknowns to be eliminated coincides with the set 
of indexes of the equations employed in the elimination. 
The author is indebted to the anonymous referee who pointed out the need 
to analyze strict inequalities, and thereby improved the original manuscript. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBEROFITERATIONS 
1 6 8 5 6 
cc 83 83 24 24 
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